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City of Virginia Beach – Job Description 
Date of Last Revision: 01-27-2016 

FLSA Status:  Non-Exempt Pay Plan:  General Grade:  14 
 
City of Virginia Beach Organizational Mission & Values 
The City of Virginia Beach exists to enhance the economic, educational, social and physical quality of the 
community and provide sustainable municipal services which are valued by its citizens. The City of 
Virginia Beach organization is based upon a belief in the democratic process of government. This belief 
provides meaningful ways for citizens, reflecting the diversity of our City, to contribute to the development 
of public policy. This process is enhanced by organizational values which guide member performance 
within the Virginia Beach Quality Service System. These Values define our desired organizational culture.  
We value quality customer service; teamwork; leadership and learning; integrity; commitment; and 
inclusion and diversity. 
 
Class Summary 
Operate and monitor City computer and network equipment under regular supervision; and perform tasks 
associated with the Data Center facility and the operation of multiprocessing file servers, mainframe 
systems, network equipment, data storage systems, tape systems, high volume printing, and other 
peripheral equipment. 
 
Representative Work Functions and Responsibilities 
Interpret and respond to system and application messages; evaluate environment and equipment status 
to ensure uninterrupted operation of service; and perform production job processing and the printing and 
distribution of production reports and other documents.  
 
Accurately maintain operational records, reports, and daily schedules as required;  
 
Perform quality control procedures to ensure accurate job processing, output format, and the quality of 
printed documents. 
 
Follow defined procedures to document, resolve, and or communicate operational and customer incidents 
to appropriate staff for resolution; assist other technical staff in identifying and resolving system, 
application, network, or equipment failures in the Data Center; provide Help Desk services as defined in 
operational procedures; demonstrate effective problem solving skills; and identify process and 
documentation improvements as necessary. 
 
Understand and follow safety and security policies and procedures; and follow oral and written 
instructions. 
 
Perform other job duties requiring skills, knowledge and physical requirements as demanded by those 
duties described or less. Individual assignments will be determined by the supervisor based on then 
current workloads and department needs. 
 
Performance Standards 
Effectively contribute to the organizational mission of quality customer service by avoiding process errors 
and by completing scheduled work assignments.  Monitor, operate, and document the operational 
activities in the Data Center; complete and document all assigned processing during assigned shift; 
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effectively resolve facility/environmental, operational, and customer related incidents that occur during 
assigned shift and escalates issues via established process as necessary. Accurately maintain required 
records and communications logs; read and abide by established safety and security operating 
procedures; demonstrate understanding of a multi operating system networked infrastructure. 
Communicate effectively with others.   
 
Minimum Qualifications 
High School Graduate or GED with one  (1) year experience working in a Data Center environment 
utilizing the required knowledge, skills and abilities; or equivalent combination of experience and training 
which provides the required knowledge, skills and abilities. 
 
Special Requirements 
All employees may be expected to work hours in excess of their normally scheduled hours in response to 
short-term department needs and/or City-wide emergencies.  Must be able to work rotating shifts 
(days/evenings/midnights) including weekends and holidays and be available to work overtime when 
required to meet operational needs. 
 
Knowledge-Skills-Abilities Required to Perform Satisfactorily 
A.  Knowledge 

1. Fundamental knowledge of Data Center principles of operation, policies, and terminology. 
2. Fundamental knowledge in Data Center productivity tools, operation and monitoring of multi-

platform computer systems, data telecommunication networks and related equipment 
including mainframes, multiprocessing servers, network attached computer workstations, 
network infrastructure, multi Tape Library systems, laser printers and other peripheral 
devices. 

3. Knowledge of Call Center operation and incident tracking tools. 
4. Knowledge of Network and multi-platform computing systems monitoring tools. 
5. Knowledge of Data Center facility requirements, monitoring, and support equipment. 
6. Knowledge of the English language. 
7. Knowledge of network attached computer workstations, directory services, file and print 

services, and computer related security.  
8. Knowledge of desktop hardware, operating systems, and applications including Word, Excel, 

Outlook, Power Point and Windows operating systems. 
9. Knowledge of basic operating commands for multi-platform systems. 

B. Skills 
1. Skills to perform production job control setup, batch scheduling, and process related tasks. 
2. Skills in the use of a variety of laser printers, tape systems, form sealer and other peripherals. 
3. Skills in oral and written communications. 
4. Skill using computer software tools, applications, and other technologies to perform basic 

duties including facility monitoring, computer operations, incident management, written 
communication, documentation, and reporting. 

5. Skills in providing quality customer service, problem identification and solving, documentation 
and resolution.  

6. Skills in team building. 
C. Abilities 

1. Ability to understand and follow established Data Center operational, safety, and security 
policies and procedures. 

2. Ability to communicate and follow oral and written instructions. 
3. Ability to monitor, evaluate, and respond appropriately to the operational status of computer 

systems, network infrastructure, and facility requirements including temperature, humidity, 
and electrical power conditions. 

   
This description is intended to indicate the kinds of tasks and levels of work difficulty that will be required of positions that will be given this 
title and shall not be construed as declaring what the specific duties and responsibilities of any particular position shall be. It is not intended to 
limit or in any way modify the right of any supervisor to assign, direct, and control the work of employees under his or her supervision. The use 
of a particular expression or illustration describing duties shall not be held to exclude other duties not mentioned that are of similar kind or 
level of difficulty. 
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4. Ability to learn and use new technologies in order to retain skills required to perform 
operational duties in the Data Center. 

5. Ability to effectively respond to changing work requirements and priorities. 
6. Ability to work effectively with others.  
7. Ability to walk and stand for considerable lengths of time on a daily bases. 
8. Ability to perform job duties in a high noise level equipment environment.  
9. Ability to handle moderate to heavy paper boxes and lift up to fifty pounds. 
10. Ability to work a shift environment where working hours may be assigned during a 24 hour, 

seven days per week period.   
11. Ability to adjust work schedule during critical demand periods or emergency conditions. 

 

Working Conditions 
The below stated working conditions are intended to provide a general overview of the environmental 
conditions inherent in the job setting, as well as the physical, mental, and sensory requirements 
necessary to perform the essential functions of positions in the noted job title.  A more detailed 
description will be made available at the position (PCN) level. 
 
NOTE: Per HR Policy 6.19, Americans with Disabilities, the City follows the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all hiring and employment decisions.  The City shall not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring and employment practices.  The City shall make 
reasonable accommodations for the known physical or mental limitations of a qualified applicant or 
employee with a disability upon request unless the accommodation would cause an undue hardship on 
the operation of the City’s business. 
 
Physical Requirements: Physical refers to the requirement for physical exertion and coordination of limb 
and body movement. 
Requires light to medium work that involves walking, standing, stooping, and lifting; exerting up to 50 
pounds of force; and routine keyboard operations. 
 
Mental Requirements: Mental refers to the degree that the job involves cognitive activities, and use of 
mental processes 
Performs specialized technical work requiring general understanding of operating policies and procedures 
and their application to problems not previously encountered; applies specialized technical or professional 
principles and practices in the solution of problems; requires normal attention with short periods of 
concentration for accurate results and occasional exposure to unusual pressure. 
 
Environmental Conditions: Environmental refers to job conditions inherent to the job setting, including 
those that may lead to injury or health hazards even though precautions have been taken. 
This job risks exposure to loud noises. 
 
Sensory Requirements: Sensory refers to hearing, sight, touch, taste, and smell required by the job. 
This job requires normal visual acuity and field of vision, hearing, and speaking. 
 
 

   
This description is intended to indicate the kinds of tasks and levels of work difficulty that will be required of positions that will be given this 
title and shall not be construed as declaring what the specific duties and responsibilities of any particular position shall be. It is not intended to 
limit or in any way modify the right of any supervisor to assign, direct, and control the work of employees under his or her supervision. The use 
of a particular expression or illustration describing duties shall not be held to exclude other duties not mentioned that are of similar kind or 
level of difficulty. 
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